
Answer call 

During connection the called party can initate remote instructions by sending the following 
DTMF commands: 

 
 If more than one alarm number is programmed, the call must be acknowledged /answered 

by sending DTMF command  0. . Otherwies Exicall EN70 start to dial the next alarm 
numbner. 

 If you want to pass on the alarm to the next alarm number imediately, you can do so by 
sending DMF command  8. . 

Additional remote commands 

Do not delay more than two seconds between two digits. 

 

Pass on Alarm to next 
alarm number 

Read out  PIN code 
(Identification) 

Arm system 

Stop announcements and 
reload connection timer 

Status information 

Activated output K2 

Play announcements: 
Individual message / Cause of alarm  

Acknowledge alarm 
and disconnect  

2 3 1 

5 6 4 

8 9 7 

0 # * 

Switch to hands-free 
connection 

Deactivated 
output K2 

Disarm system 

Additional remote commands 
 Table below 

DTMF commands  

 *.   *.   0.  Read out/ Modify calling number sequence (1->-2->3) 

 *.   *.   1.  Read out / Modify calling number1 

.. .. 

 *.   *.   8.  Read out / Modify calling number 8 

 *.   *.   9.  Read out / Modify periodical test number 

 *.   *.   #.   0.  Deactivate periodical test to calling number 9 

 *.   *.   #.   1.  <n>  Activate periodical test to calling number 9 (first time in 72 h or after <n> 
hours) 

 *.   *.   #.   2.  Start communication test to calling number 9 in two minutes (once only) 

 *.   *.   #.   #.  Modify individual message 

DTMF commands  EXICALL® EN70 disconnects 

 *.   2.  Close contact K3 for 2 seconds Yes 

 *.   3.  Close contact K3 for 4 seconds Yes 

 *.   4.  Close contact K3 for 8 seconds Yes 

 *.   5.  Contact K3 on 3s, off 1s, on 3s  Yes 

 *.   6.  Close contact K3 for 2 seconds No 

 *.   7.  Close contact K3 for 4 seconds No 

 *.   8.  Close contact K3 for 8 seconds No 

 *.   9.  Close contact K3 until disconnection No 

 *.   0.  Disconnect if S1 (door contact) is active If input S1 is active 

 *.   1.  EXICALL® EN70 disconnects Yes 

 



Remote access by dialling-in 

There are two ways of remote access: <with PIN-Code protection> or <without PIN-
Code> according to selected Profil.  P.7 

 

Access without PIN-Code 

Dial phone number of EXICALL® EN70. After selected ringing-cycles  P.26 EXICALL® 
EN70 answers call and changes to handsfree connection. This change will be signaled by 
three Gong and the green “Speak”-Symbol (EN81-70). So a person inside the cabin will 
be informed about the established handsfree connection. 

Access with PIN-Code 

Dial number of EXICALL® EN70. After selected ringing-cycles  P.26 EXICALL® EN70 
answers call and askes for PIN (Default = 0000). If the correct PIN-Code is entered, 
EXICALL® EN70 changes to service-mode where the microphone and speaker remain 
inactive followed by the announcment “to stop prees 0, to speak press 1”.  

With key  1.  you can change to handsfree-connection. This change will be signaled by 
three Gong and the green “Speak”-Symbol (EN81-70). So a person inside the cabin will 
be informed about the established handsfree connection. 

Special: Two step dialling-in 

Dial phone number of EXICALL® EN70. Let it ring two tmied and hang-up. Wiat for 20 
seconds and re-dial phone number. After selected ringing-cycles  P.26 EXICALL® EN70 
answers call! 
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